Media Release

#BUILDECK with Us
●

An independent initiative to build Singapore’s first arts centre for photography by 2023

●

#BUILDECK Building Fund is crowdfunding SGD$6 million

●

A campaign at the heart of the arts community, #BUYABRICK at https://build.deck.sg

Singapore, 23 December 2021 — In 2014, DECK broke ground with its temporary container-building
at 120A Prinsep Street. An independent arts organisation dedicated to photography, DECK has
welcomed the dynamic growth of a photography and arts community in Singapore and Southeast
Asia. Today, DECK is mobilising the support of our arts community to realise the second iteration of
its photography house by 2023.

#BUILDECK Campaign
At the heart of the #BUILDECK Campaign is the belief that art in Singapore is driven by our
community of artists and audiences. Over seven years, DECK’s mission to bring photography and
people together has grown into an ecosystem of emerging and established artists, photobook
publishers, curators, and art-goers from all over the world. It has also developed an important art
depository of photography of our time. The DECK Library is a public resource of 7,823 of
photo-books and independent publications by artists, which comprise Southeast Asia’s only
Steidl-published book collection of 1,600 titles.
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The growth and maturation of DECK, together with our community, brings us to an important
milestone to anchor Singapore as an arts hub for photography in the region. With a permanent arts
centre, it ensures the continuity of art photography development in Singapore.
For our art ecosystem, this means supporting generations of emerging and mid-career artists, and
presenting Southeast Asia premiere showcases of photo-artists who have defined this
contemporary medium. For our art audiences, DECK is a platform for the discovery and discourse of
new explorations in photography, from image-based works to video installations that push the
boundaries of photography as a contemporary art form. For our community and schools,
photography is an accessible medium for self-expression and a medium for people to connect with
stories close to the heart.

#BUYABRICK to go toward the #BUILDECK SGD$6m Building Fund
To materialise Singapore’s permanent arts centre for photography, the #BUILDECK Building Fund is
crowdfunding $6 million on its new fundraising platform at https://build.deck.sg/. DECK is rallying
the support of the public and the art community to #BUYABRICK. Each brick contributes $10 to
the #BUILDECK Building Fund. To #BUYABRICK, go to https://donate.deck.sg/, a digital giving
platform powered by GivePlease.

Artist impression of DECK’s new building by LAUD Architects.
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To be completed by 2023, DECK’s new building holds a gross floor area of 1,074sqm, housing three
galleries, a blackbox, a library and research room, and an F&B establishment. This new
brick-and-mortar building is designed by LAUD Architects, who also designed DECK’s unique
container-building that was conferred the President’s Design Award in 2015.
DECK’s new building will be anchored permanently at 120A Prinsep Street within a vibrant
neighbourhood of art academies, co-working spaces, residential quarters, and places of worship.
Designed to create a seamless encounter and connection with photography, DECK’s front-facing
facade is linked to Prinsep Street’s pedestrian walkway. It has an open plaza to welcome gatherings,
and a green belt that connects Bencoolen Lane and Prinsep Street which provides a much-needed
green respite within the urban space.

The Charity Collection
Leading the #BUILDECK campaign is The Charity Collection, a series of artworks pledged by an
international community of artists to support the building of DECK’s new arts centre.
At the heart of The Charity Collection are 30 artists from 12 countries who resonate with
#BUILDECK’s vision. The artists’ pledge of support brings us back to the very nature of DECK as a
ground-up entity that is made possible with the support of our arts community.

“DECK is the heart of photography. The relationship with
DECK brings me many discoveries of new photographs, not
only from Southeast Asia but also from all over the world.”
—Yuki Onodera, Artist (Japan)

Eleventh Finger No.15 by Yuki Onodera (Japan)
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“I think DECK has proven itself to have played a very
multi-faceted role in terms of engaging the public. At
the same time, providing a very good access for
young talents — to be able to absorb and to learn,
and to even just see works from both local and
international
artists
through
their
regular
programming.”
—Ang Song Nian, Artist and Arts Lecturer (Singapore)

As They Grow Older and Wiser by Ang Song Nian (Singapore).

Left to right: The Anniversary by Boris Eldagsen (Germany), When the Past Looks Present by Manit Sriwanchimpoom
(Thailand),

The Charity Collection is a growing collection of artworks from artists, made exclusively available for
art lovers to purchase in support of #BUILDECK in 2022:
John Clang, Akiq AW, Hu Qi Ren, Tomoko Sawada - 澤田 知子, Marvin Tang, Eiffel Chong, Caleb Ming,
Borid Eldagsen, Sean Cham, Alecia Neo, Lim Sokchanlina, Kevin WY Lee, Li Lin, Shen Chao-Liang 沈
昭良, Maki Hayashida, Tan Chuan-Jin, Manit Sriwanchimpoom, Jonathan Liu, Ken Cheong, Yaya Sung,
Nicolas Degiorgis, Carlos Alba, Geraldine Kang, Theseus Chan, Yukari Chikura, Kurt Tong, Wilfred Lim,
Ang Song Nian, Quinn Lum, Abednego Trianto, and more..
View The Charity Collection and buy an artwork at https://build.deck.sg/The-Charity-Collection.
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About DECK
With the vision for a contemporary arts centre for photography, DECK was built in 2014 through the
collective efforts of the community. The unique architecture of the container-building was awarded
the President's Design Award, Design of The Year 2015 and has revitalised the urban space in
Prinsep Street with its year-round arts programmes over the last seven years.
In 2021, DECK’s container-building was demolished to embark on a new permanent building to be
completed by 2023. In the interim, DECK continues its offsite and international photography
activities alongside its fundraising efforts for the #BUILDECK Building Fund.
#BUILDECK with us at https://build.deck.sg/.
#BUYABRICK at https://donate.deck.sg/.
FB: https://www.facebook.com/buildecksg
IG: https://www.instagram.com/buildecksg/

For media enquiries and high-res image files, please contact:
Dawn Yeong
dawn@deck.sg
Shauna Goh
shauna@deck.sg

All information is correct at the time of release.
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